WPI twinbill sweep ends Beaver slump

By Lawrence D. David

Having dropped its last four games in a row, the Beaver baseball team battled back to sweep a doubleheader from WPI by scores of 8-7 and 13-7, upping its record to 16-7, the best mark in MIT history.

WPI was in control throughout-the opener and apparently had the game locked up with a 6-2 lead after 6 1/2 innings. (Games in collegiate doubleheaders last only seven innings.) However, a furious rally by the Beavers in the bottom half of the seventh erased the score at 6-6.

A single by Roy Hendrich '76, following a pair of walks, loaded the bases. Another walk, this to Mike Dieter '76, forced in a run, and Dave Tirel '74 then rode a 1-1 pitch into left to score two more Beavers. After an error kept the rally alive, Kevin Rowland '74 stroked a long fly to tie the contest.

MIT again fought back after WPI had gone ahead, 7-6, in the eighth. A hit batter and a walk set the stage for a run-producing single by Steve Reber '74 and a three-run triple by D. R. Dayton '74, and Bob Train's third inning grand slam homer, a long drive down the right field line, pretty much iced the game for the Beavers.

The second game was not nearly as close an affair as MIT's perfect record was spoiled by a powerful Africans team to a 6-3, and the ruggers held on for the championship try.

John Carvalo '76 won both ends of the twinbill in relief, the first MIT pitcher ever to do so, boosting his record to 2-0.

However, the week was not a complete success for the Tech rugby football team as they blew early leads in dropping a pair of games to Greater Boston League opponents on Monday and Wednesday.

MIT parlayed some timely hitting and sharp infielding by the Jumbos of Tufts to take a 4-0 lead in the first inning. Control problems by the Beaver starter allowed Tufts to even the score in the second. As MIT bats cooled off, the Jumbos proceeded to build an insurmountable lead to win their first GBL contest.

Starter Mike Royal '76 was breathingalong, hurling a one-hitter at Harvard through the first five innings two days later, but a six-run Crimson uprising in the sixth reversed a 1-0 Beaver lead and spelled the end of MIT's upset hopes.

The Beavers conclude their regular season this afternoon at Briggs Field, taking on Bowdoin at 3:00 p.m.

A weary but happy MIT rugby team returned victorious from Pennsylvania Saturday afternoon, having swept the two-day New England Rugby tournament. The Ruggers posted four victories in a space of twenty-eight hours, the best of the finest teams in New England and elging out an exciting double overtime win over defending champ, Beacon Hill, in the final.

The Techmen drew a bye in the first round and played Springfield, a team that had previously beaten them, on Saturday at 1:30. MIT won handily with Jacques Cremer G scoring two try's and Dave Schwartzwald a third. Lee Smith added a penalty kick. The play in the forwards was also excellent with fine passages from hooker Bill Miller G.

The third round game had MIT meeting Charles River, a tough team with big forwards, which had been MIT's best test this season.

The powerful Africans team to a 6-3, and the Ruggers held on for the championship try.
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